We expand upon the efforts of Joyce et al. (2013) , who computed the modulation potential at the Moon using measurements from the Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) instrument on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) spacecraft along with data products from the Earth-Moon-Mars Radiation Environment Module (EMMREM). Using the computed modulation potential, we calculate galactic cosmic ray (GCR) dose and dose equivalent rates in the Earth and Mars atmospheres for various altitudes over the course of the LRO mission. While we cannot validate these predictions by directly comparable measurement, we find that our results conform to expectations and are in good agreement with the nearest available measurements and therefore may be used as reasonable estimates for use in efforts in risk assessment in the planning of future space missions as well as in the study of GCRs. PREDICCS (Predictions of radiation from REleASE, EMMREM, and Data Incorporating the CRaTER, COSTEP, and other solar energetic particles measurements) is an online system designed to provide the scientific community with a comprehensive resource on the radiation environments of the inner heliosphere. The data products shown here will be incorporated into PREDICCS in order to further this effort and daily updates will be made available on the PREDICCS website
Introduction
In the planning of manned missions, radiation in the form of galactic cosmic rays is a vital consideration in order to ensure the safety of personnel on the spacecraft as well as to prevent instrument failures. The goal of the Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) mission is to provide a characterization of the lunar radiation environment through the measurement of charged particles in excess of 10 MeV. The CRaTER telescope is comprised of three pairs of thin and thick silicon detectors which measure the energy deposited in them by energetic particles. The telescope is aligned perpendicular to the lunar surface with one detector pair facing zenith, one facing nadir, and one in the middle. The measured energy deposited can be divided by the path length of the radiation to obtain the lineal energy transfer (LET), with the thin detectors sensitive to high LET and the thick to low LET. By combining the detector pairs, one can get a picture of the entire LET spectrum. The deposited energy can also be used to compute dose rates. In this study, when we reference the CRaTER dose rate, we are referring to the combined D1-D2 zenith-facing detector pair dose rate which is calculated using methods described by Schwadron et al. [2012] . A thorough overview of the CRaTER instrument is provided by Spence et al. [2010] .
In a companion paper, Joyce et al. [2013] showed that the Predictions of radiation from REleASE, Earth-Moon-Mars Radiation Environment Module (EMMREM), and Data Incorporating the CRaTER, Comprehensive Suprathermal and Energetic Particle Analyzer (COSTEP), and other solar energetic particles (SEP) measurements (PREDICCS) radiation system was capable of accurately modeling dose rates and accumulated dose using comparisons to the CRaTER instrument aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) spacecraft during three major solar energetic particle (SEP) events in 2012. In addition, that study used CRaTER measurements of galactic cosmic ray radiation together with data products generated by the EMMREM radiation model to compute the modulation potential at the Moon during the entirety of the LRO mission. That study demonstrated that due to the limitations of EMMREM, PREDICCS does a poor job modeling galactic cosmic ray (GCR) dose rates, and suggested that the computed modulation potential could JOYCE ET AL.
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Figure 1.
Plot of modulation potential versus GCR dose rate for atmospheric density of 0.0 g/cm 2 and shielding of 0.3 g/cm 2 (emulating lunar conditions). The data are taken from a lookup table based on the Badhwar-O'Neil model from O'Neill [2006] and are fit with a sixth-order polynomial in order to obtain an expression for modulation potential as a function of GCR dose rate. Plot originally from Joyce et al. [2013] . be used to compensate for this effect during times when the dose rate is not dominated by SEPs. Here, we expand upon those efforts by using the modulation potential to compute dose rates and dose equivalent rates at various altitudes in the Earth and Mars atmospheres. These methods will, in the future, be incorporated into the PREDICCS system, providing the scientific community with a tool for risk assessment in the planning of future missions and for use in the study of galactic cosmic rays.
Overview of Modulation Potential Calculation
Galactic cosmic rays are high-energy particles originating from outside our solar system which stream through the heliosphere. Due to the relatively low variability of their sources, GCRs are a constant presence in interplanetary space. As a result of the influence of the interplanetary magnetic field, GCRs lose energy as they stream through the heliosphere and the approximate amount of energy lost per unit charge is called the modulation potential. This quantity varies with the solar cycle, being greatest during solar maximum when elevated magnetic field strengths and heightened frequencies of coronal mass ejections pose greater obstacles to incoming GCRs. Because the modulation potential represents the energy lost by GCRs as they stream through the heliosphere, it is possible to infer the modulation potential at a point in space from the GCR dose rate at that location. Using the same modulation potential for all ion species and energies is a common approximation which yields reasonable results. The modeling done here is based on the model described by O' Neill [2006] which propagates the local interstellar energy spectrum through the heliosphere using the Fokker-Planck equation. This model is an update of the original model laid out by Badhwar and O'Neill [1991] . Joyce et al. [2013] took the hourly CRaTER-measured D1D2 skin dose rate described in detail by Schwadron et al. [2012] and removed measurements where the dose rate rose significantly above the large-scale background rate (periods of high-SEP activity) in order to obtain an approximate GCR dose rate over the course of the LRO mission. Then, using EMMREM-generated lookup tables containing dose rate data for various modulation potentials as well as atmospheric and shielding densities they calculated the modulation potential at the Moon. Given the local modulation potential, these tables may be used to compute dose rates behind different levels of shielding and for different atmospheric densities on Mars. By plotting modulation potential against dose rate for an atmospheric density of 0 g/cm 2 (consistent with conditions on the Moon) and shielding thickness of 0.3 g/cm 2 (most consistent with shielding seen by CRaTER) and fitting the plot with a sixth-order polynomial, they obtained an expression for the modulation potential as a function of GCR dose rate ( Figure 1 ). Using this expression with the CRaTER dose rates, they computed the modulation potential over time. It is important to note that unlike Joyce et al. [2013] , we have the ability to modify the CRaTER GCR dose rate to remove the effect of secondary species coming from the Moon using results from Spence et al. [2013] , which showed that these secondaries account for approximately 8.6% of the dose at LRO. We therefore reduce the dose rate by this amount in order to remove the effect of these secondaries which would not impact the dose rate in interplanetary space. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the modulation potential at the Moon over the course of the LRO mission. The mean monthly sunspot number according to the Solar Influences Data Analysis Center (available at http://sidc.oma.be/sunspot-data/) is also plotted in order to establish context within the solar cycle. We note that the exclusion of secondary species from the CRaTER dose rates results in a significant increase in the modulation potential compared to the Joyce et al. [2013] study, bringing the minimum values up to the 400-450 MV range typically associated with solar minimum. Using these values for the modulation potential, we can compute atmospheric dose and dose equivalent rates at Earth and Mars for various altitudes.
Computation of Atmospheric Dose Rate and Dose Equivalent Rate at Earth
We compute atmospheric dose and dose equivalent rates in Earth's atmosphere using a program based on the Badhwar-O'Neill model of O'Neill [2006] , which describes the diffusion of GCRs through the heliosphere. The program takes a modulation potential as input and outputs an energy spectrum for a selected ion species. We then use dose lookup tables that contains dose/fluence values for various ion species, particle energies, and atmospheric densities (which correspond to different altitudes in the atmosphere from 11 to 36 km) to calculate dose rates. Each dose rate is computed through aluminum shielding of 1.0 g/cm 2 , for a water depth of 1.0 cm which is a proxy for skin and eye, and assumes 2π exposure, meaning that half of the sky is blocked. For the sake of comparison, each computed dose and dose equivalent rate shown here is calculated using these same shielding, material, and exposure values, although we note that the CRaTER dose rate shown differs in shielding (0.22 g/cm 2 ). We also note that these tables are computed for the polar regions where the Earth's magnetic field has a minimal effect. Dose rates in other regions where the magnetic field is more important can be computed by using energy spectra which have been modified by the effect of the magnetic field. For each daily modulation potential value, we compute energy spectra for each of the available ion species. We can determine the dose rate contribution of a given ion species at a given energy by taking the corresponding flux value from the energy spectrum and multiplying it by the corresponding dose/fluence value from the lookup each species and energy separately for each altitude value we obtain the total GCR dose rate for different altitudes in Earth's atmosphere. As an additional point of reference for the reader, we studied the computed energy spectrum of protons using a typical solar minimum modulation potential of 450 MeV. Using the dose tables to compute dose rates for the highest available altitude (36 km), we found that ∼95% of the dose is accounted for by protons in the energy range from 100 MeV to 10 GeV, with protons at approximately 1 GeV contributing the most.
Due to the time intensive nature of the Monte Carlo codes used to generate these tables, calculations have not been extended to the lower altitudes for all of the heavier ion species. Therefore, the dose rates for the highest three altitudes (25, 30, and 36 km) are computed using ions of atomic number 1 through 25 as well as 28, where the lower altitudes (11, 13.5, 16.5, and 20 km) are computed using only ions of atomic numbers 1 through 8. Due to the relatively low flux of the heavier ions, the effect this has on the lower altitude dose rates should be negligible, and in fact, when we compute the dose rate for the higher altitudes using only the lighter ions (z = 1-8) we see a decrease of only approximately 0.2% relative to the same dose rates computed with the heavier ions included, and we see no reason for a larger discrepancy at lower altitudes. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the computed GCR dose rate at different altitudes in Earth's atmosphere over the course of the LRO mission. The CRaTER dose rate is shown for comparison and as expected it is somewhat greater than the highest-altitude Earth dose rate since there is no atmosphere at the Moon to pose as a shield for the GCRs. We observe that the highest-altitude rate exceeds the lowest by a factor of approximately 34 at the outset of the mission and drops to a factor of 26 greater by the most recent measurements.
Dose equivalent is a quantity of dose which is somewhat more useful in determining the danger radiation poses to humans and is weighted by a quality factor based on the biological damage potential of the incident radiation. The quality factor depends on the LET of the radiation and this functional dependence is shown in Table 1 . In order to compute dose equivalent rates in Earth's atmosphere, we use an EMMREM lookup table containing LET values for the same ion species, particle energies, and atmospheric densities used in the dose rate calculations to compute the quality factors necessary to compute the equivalent dose rates. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the computed GCR dose equivalent rate over the course of the LRO These dose equivalent rates are computed by multiplying the dose rates shown in Figure 3 by the quality factor shown in Table 1 . Also shown is the ratio between the dose and dose equivalent rates, which gives the dose-weighted quality factor <Q>. We see that there is little to no difference between the dose and dose equivalent rates except for at the highest altitude where we see an approximate 7-8% increase relative to the dose rate.
This result can be understood upon examining the LET tables used to compute the quality factor. Based on Table 1 , we see that for there to be a difference between the dose and dose equivalent rates the LET must exceed 10 keV/μm. By scanning the lookup tables, we see that this threshold is only exceeded by certain heavy ions and only at the very highest altitudes. The reason for this is that the heavy ions which have LET high enough to push the quality factor above one have relatively low penetration depths and are quickly broken up by the atmosphere into lighter secondary particles which have much lower LET, and thus, the dose contribution at lower altitudes of incident heavy ions are not weighted more heavily by the quality factor.
Computation of Atmospheric Dose and Dose Equivalent Rates at Mars
We now calculate dose rates in the Martian atmosphere by scaling the computed modulation potential out to Mars and reversing the process used to calculate the modulation potential in order to obtain GCR dose rates. Using theory from O'Neill [2006] , Schwadron et al. [2010] show that the modulation potential can be scaled to different locations in the heliosphere according to
where Φ is the modulation potential at a distance r outward from the Sun, Φ 1 is the reference modulation potential at r 1 , R b is the distance to the outer modulation boundary (taken to be 100 AU), and r 0 is 4 AU. Using the modulation potential measured by CRaTER at the Moon (1 AU) as reference, we compute the modulation potential at Mars (1.5 AU).
Having obtained the modulation potential, we use the same lookup table used to generate Figure 1 and reverse the process, plotting dose rate against modulation potential for various atmospheric densities and fitting the plots to obtain expressions for GCR dose rate as a function of modulation potential. Then, using the modulation potential at Mars, we use these expressions to calculate dose rates for various atmospheric densities behind aluminum shielding of 1.0 g/cm 2 . Because altitude is a more meaningful quantity than atmospheric density in this case, we use the conversions shown in Townsend et al. [2013] to express the dose rate at different altitudes in the Martian atmosphere. Figure 5 shows the evolution of these dose rates over the course of the LRO mission. We see that the 30 km altitude dose rate at Mars is somewhat larger than the CRaTER dose rate, reflecting the fact that since the GCRs have traveled a shorter distance through the heliosphere, they have lost less energy and contribute a greater dose. The 30 km Mars dose rates are larger than the Earth dose rates by a factor of 2-2.5 due to a combination of the above effect as well as the reduced atmospheric density. The plot also shows that, due to the relatively low atmospheric densities, there is less The dose rates are calculated by scaling the modulation potential out to Mars and reversing the process used to compute the modulation potential to obtain dose rates. We see that as expected the Martian dose rates are higher than those for the Earth due to the relatively low atmospheric density as well as the fact that the GCRs have lost less energy over a shorter distance into the heliosphere. We also observe that, due to the relatively low density of the Martian atmosphere, there is a much smaller difference between dose rates at different altitudes, varying by approximately 9% at the beginning and 6% at the end.
variation between the different altitudes, with the highest altitudes exceeding the lowest by only 9% at the outset of the measurements and decreasing to 6% by the most recent measurements. Zeitlin et al. [2013] reported GCR dose rates measured by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) en route to Mars of 0.048 cGy/d. This dose rate was measured in silicon, then converted to water and averaged over measurements taken from 6 December 2011 to 14 July 2012 during transit to Mars. Because these measurements took place in free space, where our computed rates assume the sky is half blocked by Mars, the actual rate we should compare to is 0.024 cGy/d. This is comparable, though somewhat smaller than our computed rates which, for the highest altitude, are around 0.03 cGy/d during the same time period. The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the GCR dose rate increases radially outward from the Sun, and since MSL was in transit to and had not landed on Mars during these measurements, it would see a lower average rate. Therefore, the observed discrepancy is reasonable and this comparison lends credibility to our calculations. <Q>. These are computed much in the same way as the Martian dose rates using dose equivalent lookup tables. We see that, unlike for Earth, the dose equivalent rate values differ significantly from the dose rate values, being approximately a factor of 4 greater for the highest altitude and 3 for the lowest. We also see greater variation among the dose equivalent rates for different altitudes with the highest altitude being greater than the lowest by approximately 53% initially and 22% most recently. Figure 7 . Plot of computed dose and dose equivalent rates for varying altitudes in the Earth and Mars atmospheres. Each curve is well described by a third-order polynomial fit. The functional forms are provided to enable future studies to easily estimate atmospheric dose rates during times when CRaTER data are unavailable using measurements or estimations of the dose rate at 1 AU through a similar level of shielding.
Space Weather
To compute dose equivalent rates in the Martian atmosphere, we apply the same process as for dose rates instead using lookup tables containing dose equivalent rates as a function of modulation potential. Figure 6 shows the resulting dose equivalent rates in the Martian atmosphere for various altitudes over the course of the LRO mission as well as the dose-weighted quality factor. We see that unlike for Earth, there is a significant increase of approximately a factor of 4 of the dose equivalent rates relative to the dose rates for the highest altitude and 3 for the lowest. The plot also shows a greater variation in dose equivalent rate for different altitudes, with the highest altitude being greater than the lowest by 53% at the beginning and 22% by the end of the measurements. This results from the fact that, as previously discussed, heavier ions contribute much more to the dose equivalent than lighter ions and since they are fragmented at higher altitudes, the dose equivalent rates at lower altitudes will decrease relative to higher altitudes more than the dose rates.
Summary
We have expanded upon the efforts of Joyce et al. [2013] , using the modulation potential derived there to a The four levels of shielding shown correspond to (in increasing order) no shielding, thick spacesuit, spacecraft, and thick spacecraft. These dose rates are given as a function of the dose rate for a normal spacesuit (0.3 g/cm 2 ) which is closest to the shielding for CRaTER. These functional forms are given to provide readers with an easy means of converting dose rates between different levels of shielding. compute dose and dose equivalent rates for various altitudes in the Earth and Mars atmospheres. The results we obtain conform to expectations and are comparable to the nearest measurements available and may therefore reasonably be used as estimations in the planning of future space missions, as well as in other fields of study. Currently, preparations are being made to set up the engineering model of the CRaTER instrument to begin taking measurements either on the ground or possibly in orbit around the Earth. These measurements could provide an additional means of testing the validity of the calculations shown here. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the measured CRaTER dose rate and the computed dose and dose equivalent rates in the Earth and Mars atmospheres. The computed rates are plotted against the CRaTER dose rate and are found to be well described by a third-order polynomial fit over the range of measurements. The functional forms of these fits are provided so that future studies may be able to easily estimate atmospheric dose and dose equivalent rates for times when CRaTER data are unavailable (either prior to being launched or once it is no longer online), using dose rate measurements or estimations at 1 AU using similar levels of shielding. Additionally, Table 2 shows the functional dependence of dose rates for different levels of shielding as a function of the dose rate most analogous to CRaTER. These dose rates are taken from the EMMREM-generated table mentioned previously, with each dose rate taken for 0 g/cm 2 atmosphere and given as a function of the dose rate for 0.3 g/cm 2 shielding. These are provided to allow easy conversions between different levels of shielding. The data products shown here will soon be incorporated into the PREDICCS radiation system and made available to the scientific community as a tool for use in the study of GCRs and for efforts in risk assessment in future missions.
